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eBEAC — electronic Bulletin board for European Avian Curators

Jörn P. W. SCHARLEMANN

Bird Group, The Natural History Museum, Tring, UK

The electronic Bulletin board for European Avian

Curators (eBEAC) emerged from discussions during

the 1999 British Ornithologists' Union/The Natural

History Museum/British Ornithologists' Club/Bird-

Life International conference and workshop (Brooke

2000, Cooper 2000). Considering that email is now
widely available, workshop participants decided that

an email list to discuss matters relevant to avian cura-

tors, curation and collections would be useful. Fur-

ther, participants felt that a list with a European focus

would be preferable to joining AVECOL, the elec-

tronic bulletin board for bird collections and curators

based in the United States (Remsen 2001).

eBEAC is intended for curators and collection man-

agers of European museums, but anyone working in

curation, management or archiving of bird collections

elsewhere is not excluded. It provides an informal

forum for European bird curators and collection man-

agers. Discussions on specimen exchange, curation

techniques, whereabouts of specimens, types and

parts of collections, conference announcements, jobs,

current debates (e.g. active collecting), changes in

legislation, database projects, or anything else related

to avian collections and curation are encouraged. Cur-

rently, with a single email one can reach 66 curators

from 51 museums or organisations in 23 countries

that are subscribed to eBEAC.

The computer running eBEAC is based at The Natural

History Museum, London, U.K., using the major-

domo software. eBEAC is a closed list, i.e. only sub-

scribers can read and post messages to the list. Mes-

sages are not moderated. Presently, messages posted

on eBEAC are neither archived nor is a digest version

available. To subscribe to eBEAC send an email to

majordomo(§!nhm.ac.uk containing the following two

lines:

subscribe eBEAC

end

Questions relating to eBEAC or technical problems

should be emailed to owner-eBEAC(ainhm.ac.uk .
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